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Scanner Management Service (SMS)
WE SIMPLIFY REMOTE MANAGEMENT TO THREE EASY STEPS
If simplicity is your aim, Zebra’s Scanner Management Service (SMS) is your solution for remotely
managing Zebra scanners. With this free utility, you can effortlessly configure parameters, update
firmware and access asset information. In a few easy steps, you can program your scanners
remotely and walk away. SMS takes care of the rest. Think of the time, effort and money you’ll save.
Welcome to the set-and-forget solution that dramatically reduces total cost of ownership.
Simplified to Three Easy Steps
What used to require a Herculean effort is now
remarkably simple and can be done in just
three steps.
1.	
Generate an SMS package using our 123Scan
utility – the user-friendly configuration wizard that
practically does the work for you.
2. Deploy the package using your network tools.
3.	
Load. Upon receipt of the package, the SMS agent
will load it onto the scanner and take care of the
rest. Yes, it’s that easy.
Configure at the Point of Use
Imagine if configuring scanners didn’t need prestaging at a depot, on-site operator intervention or
scanning of a barcode to establish communication.
We did, and the result is SMS. With SMS, you
automatically establish communication between
the scanner and your host application. No console
is required to execute operations. Just plug it in
and walk away. The SMS package handles the
programming details, so you don’t have to.
Why struggle with the creation of a remote
management package when 123Scan’s wizard
makes it so easy. Everything you need is there,
from a deployment checklist to easy-to-understand
how-to videos. This highly intuitive wizard will walk
you through naming your package, selecting your
device, and deciding which configuration settings
and version of firmware you prefer. The output of

the wizard is a SMS package and its settings are
automatically documented for you. Now, just load
your SMS package to your scanner’s host using your
existing third-party network management tools. From
there, the SMS agent will load the package’s content
onto your scanner. It’s that easy.
Reduce Scanner SKUs
Instead of buying multiple scanner SKUs, you can buy
one and configure it multiple ways. With SMS, you can
create packages specifically for your front register,
your receiving dock and your pharmacy. Just load the
right package to the right scanner host, and the SMS
will take care of the rest.
Eliminate Licensing Fees
SMS is available at no cost. Since the SMS works
with all Zebra scanners and their standard firmware,
you won’t need to spend money on special
licensing fees.
Go Beyond the Barcode
It takes more than hardware to resolve today’s
toughest scanning challenges. It requires intelligent
software to address the needs of every stakeholder.
That’s why our data capture devices contain
DataCapture DNA, the genetic code that simplifies
the entire Zebra scanning experience. As one of
the many tools of DataCapture DNA, the Scanner
Management Service makes it possible to deploy
and maintain enterprise-wide fleets with the greatest
of ease.

GAIN A HOST OF TIME-SAVINGS
For more information, visit www.zebra.com/sms
or access our global directory at www.zebra.com/contact
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